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DISCLAIMER: Although every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy 
of the content of this brochure, Efficient Select (Pty) Ltd accepts no liability 
in respect of any errors or omissions contained herein. The contents of this 
brochure cannot be construed as financial– or investment advice, and does 
not confer any rights whatsoever, enforceable against Efficient Select (Pty) 
Ltd, its management, employees or agents. Efficient Select (Pty) Ltd retains 
the right to amend any information contained in this brochure at any time 
and without prior notice.

Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“BCI”) is a registered 
Manager of the Boutique Collective Investments Scheme, approved in terms 
of the Collective Investments Schemes Control Act, No 45 of 2002 and is a 
full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA. Collective 
Investment Schemes in securities are generally medium to long term 
investments. The value of participatory interests may go up or down and 
past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. 
The Manager does not guarantee the capital or the return of a portfolio. 
Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in 
borrowing and scrip lending. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum 
commissions is available on request. BCI reserves the right to close the 
portfolio to new investors and reopen certain portfolios from time to time 
in order to manage them more efficiently. Additional information, including 
application forms, annual or quarterly reports can be obtained from BCI, 
free of charge. 

Select
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“BEST IN CLASS” STRATEGY

Since 1 March 2017, the Efficient Group has outsourced the portfolio management 
of the Efficient branded single-manager funds to various established external 
asset managers on a ‘best in class’ basis. These funds were previously managed by 
Efficient Select on an in-house basis. The strategic decision to outsource the portfolio 
management was made to enhance the long-term success and sustainability of the 
funds, as well as to reduce the costs of operations and the portfolios’ Total Expense 
Ratios (TERs).

Investors benefit from the ‘best in class’ outsourcing strategy through increased 
economies of scale, greater efficiency and more flexibility and access to a diverse set 
of experienced fund managers. 

Boutique Investment Partners (BIP), tasked with the process of selecting appropriate 
managers for the funds, monitors the performance of the portfolio managers. To 
determine who the best portfolio managers would be, BIP did thorough research 
and followed a process of due diligence. The following asset managers are currently 
appointed:

Select BCI Fixed Income Fund Anchor Capital

Select BCI Cautious Fund Fairtree Asset Management

Select BCI Balanced Fund Fairtree Asset Management

Select BCI Worldwide Flexible Fund BlueAlpha Investment Management

Select BCI Blended Equity Strategy Fund Fairtree, Colourfield, Satrix 

Select BCI Equity Fund Fairtree Asset Management

Select BCI ESG Equity Fund CoreShares

These fund managers have significant investment expertise, experience and strong 
long-term investment track records Their assets under management are sizeable, yet 
small enough to be flexible and nimble in a small market such as South Africa (SA). 
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RISK CATEGORIES INVESTOR OBJECTIVES

FEES
Fund Class LISP Platforms

AIMS AG Glacier Ninety-One MOM Wealth OM Wealth Stanlib PPS

Select BCI Balanced Fund A X limited X X X X X X

Select BCI Balanced Fund C X X X

Select BCI Cautious Fund A X limited X X X X X X

Select BCI Blended Equity 
Strategy Fund

A X X X

Select BCI Equity Fund A X limited X X X X

Select BCI Equity Fund B X X

Select BCI Fixed Income Fund A X X X X X X

Select BCI Fixed Income Fund B X X X X X X

Select BCI Worldwide Flexible 
Fund

A X limited X X X X X X

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any queries at info@efselect.co.za, or speak to your financial advisor.

Select
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ANCHOR CAPITAL - SELECT BCI FIXED INCOME FUND

BACKGROUND

Anchor Capital is a JSE-listed wealth and asset management business. Anchor has more than R50 billion of assets under management 
and advice. The team includes 17 dedicated investment professionals, with a multi-disciplinary skill set. Anchor offers products both locally 
and globally with offices in South Africa and England. 

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS

The yield of the fixed income portfolios is the most important. All things being equal, the higher the yield on a fixed income portfolio, the 
better the outcome for the investor. Anchor adds value to investors by increasing the yield through a cautious approach towards credit 
risk which requires
•  bottom-up fundamental research; 
•  portfolio diversification strategies; and 
•  a strong preference towards investment grade credit risks.

The team at Anchor supplements this approach by applying an economic overlay to the portfolio construction process. This approach 
allows them to add value through a soft touch duration management strategy. Anchor will gently tilt a portfolio in the direction of the 
prevailing economic winds in order to gain a little extra benefit for investors. This ability to combine high quality credit risk with an 
economic understanding gives the team a distinct advantage in managing fixed income portfolios.

Anchor’s team is particularly focused on risk management within their fixed income processes. They put a significant emphasis on 
understanding the mitigating the risks that arise in the course of ordinary investing activities.
  

CORE INVESTMENT TEAM

Nolan Wapenaar

Nolan is a CA(SA) and holds an MCom qualification.

He has 20 years of fixed income experience that he gained in London, New York and South Africa. He has previously 
worked at Rand Merchant Bank (now RMB Holdings Limited) and the Deutsche Bank.

Team member Position Qualifications Years’ experience

Thomas Hendricks Trade Execution B.Sc & Masters Mech Eng 4

Casey Delport Analyst Mcom 1

Lelethu Poswa Analyst BBusSC 2

Craig Ronnenbergh Trade Execution BCom 4

17 Investment 
Professionals

AUM
 R50 billion

JSE-Listed

Anchor Asset Management is the business within the Anchor Group 
focused on servicing institutions and financial advisors. The team, 
consisting of experienced, highly skilled investment professionals, 
offers products across the risk spectrum to retail and institutional 
clients, locally and offshore.

“

”
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FAIRTREE ASSET MANAGEMENT - SELECT BCI CAUTIOUS FUND

BACKGROUND

Fairtree Asset Management is a multi-strategy fund management business, headquartered in Cape Town, with a total of R58 billion. The 
firm consists of approximately 40 investment professionals across more than 10 specialist investment teams. The portfolio managers are 
assisted by Fairtree’s individual investment teams, including a team of centralised equity analysts.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS

Fairtree’s objective is to provide investors with a consistent return, based on a predictable asset allocation framework which is dominated 
by a core exposure to their conservative Income Plus skillset and process. Other Fairtree building blocks will be blended with the Flexible 
Fixed Income strategy, to augment and enhance the return of the fund. The asset allocation philosophy is one which relies primarily on 
strategic asset allocation to drive the returns over time, with periodic rebalancing back to the desired asset allocation, which could be 
either on the back of market performance or flows. The desired allocation tilts will be based on a quarterly expected return estimate 
derived for each asset class, with the goal to maximise the Information Ratio of the fund over a rolling 3-year basis.

The Fairtree approach to SA equity investment is flexible and allows the team at Fairtree to move between the value and growth styles of 
investing as deemed appropriate given the market environment. In doing so, Fairtree can successfully navigate periods when a particular 
style underperforms the market. Fairtree Asset Management will tend to have a positive bias to reasonably priced leading companies in 
industries that are benefitting from prevailing economic conditions.

The objective of the Flexible Fixed Income strategy is to provide superior risk-adjusted returns over and above cash irrespective of market 
conditions. Fairtree believes that markets are not always efficient and therefore present mispriced opportunities, which can be taken 
advantage of to generate excess returns. Excess returns can be generated by extracting illiquidity and negative skewness premia.

CORE INVESTMENT TEAM

Bradley Anthony

• Chief Investment Officer
• BA Economic History, Dip Financial Mgt, CAIA
• Joined Fairtree in 2011
• 26 years’ experience

Stephen Brown

• Equity Portfolio Manager
• BCom, MBA, CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 2011
• 23 years’ experience

Paul Crawford

• Fixed Income Portfolio Manager
• BSc Eng Elec, MBA, CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 2013
• 16 years’ experience

Team member Position Qualifications Years’ experience

Jacobus Lacock Macro Strategist BCom Financial Economics, CFA 17

Cor Booysen Equity Portfolio Manager B.Ing 16

Chantelle Baptiste Investment Analyst BCom (Hons) Mgt Acc, ACMA, CIMA 10

Multi-Specialist 
Approach

40 Investment 
Professionals

AUM 
R58 Billion

We are a leading multi-strategy alternative and long only investment 
manager.“ ”
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FAIRTREE ASSET MANAGEMENT - SELECT BCI BALANCED FUND

BACKGROUND

The Select BCI Balanced fund aims to generate long-term wealth for investors by producing inflation beating returns. The Fund is 
managed to outperform the South African - Multi Asset - High Equity peer group benchmark. The Fund’s objective is to create medium 
to long-term capital growth, within the constraints governing retirement funds - Regulation 28. The Fund invests in a diversified and 
balanced range of asset classes and may invest in offshore securities when the benefit of higher returns and portfolio diversification are 
available.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS

Fairtree believes that their investment approach is based on their strengths. Their strategic asset allocation is purposely designed with 
high allocation to growth assets in mind. Only when they deem an economic crash to be imminent, given the array of variables they 
monitor, would they meaningfully tilt the portfolio’s tactical asset allocation away from growth assets to provide protection against a 
crash. 
 
• They believe that security selection is the most important driver of risk and returns over the expansion phase of the economic cycle.
• Due to the breadth of the South African equity market, security selection can be effectively used to tilt the fund to incorporate 

changing mid-cycle macro dynamics.
• Equity and property play an important role in capital growth over the long run.
• Fixed Income and cash play a key role to reduce portfolio volatility, enhance the portfolio’s yield and acts as a hedge during periods of 

economic recession
 
Within each asset class, specialist portfolio managers are responsible for security selection given their bottom up and top down analysis. 
The team at Fairtree believes that each step in their approach (high strategic allocation to growth, defensive tactical asset allocation 
and specialist security selection) adds value, but given their track record, the majority of outperformance comes from security selection 
followed by asset allocation. 
 
The multi strategy team sets the strategic asset allocation levels using historical data across multiple business cycles and optimising 
for risk adjusted returns, the probability of achieving the target return, the optimal diversification, and drawdown risk. Their process is 
designed to have a higher relative allocation to growth assets over time, resulting in a larger outperformance profile. Underlying
asset class building blocks are each managed by specialist and independent teams recognized as leaders in their respective fields. They 
fundamentally believe that security selection is the most important factor when it comes to outperformance of a balanced fund.

Fairtree will only shift tactical asset allocation meaningfully away from strategic asset allocation in periods before a market crash. They 
use a dashboard of indicators and metrics to establish when they believe the risk of a market crash is rising and will adjust portfolio 
exposure appropriately. Lastly, they have a disciplined and uncomplicated rebalancing process which ensures that appropriate exposures 
to growth assets are adhered to.
 

Strategic asset allocation is as follows: CORE INVESTMENT TEAM
SA Cash 7.50%

SA Bonds 17.50%

SA Property 7.50%

Global Equity 17.50%

SA Equity 50.00%

Portfolio 100.00%

Stephen Brown

• Equity Portfolio Manager
• BCom, MBA, CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 2011
• 23 years’ experience

Jacobus Lacock

• Macro Strategist
• BCom (Financial Economics), CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 2011
• 16 years’ experience

Team member Position Qualifications Years’ experience

Paul Crawford Fixed Income Portfolio Manager BSc Eng Elec, MBA, CFA 16

André Malan Portfolio Manager B Comm, MBA 26

Rob Hart Property Portfolio Manager CA (SA),  CFA 24

Select Creating unique and differentiated best in class fund 
solutions“ ”
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BLUEALPHA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT - SELECT BCI WORLDWIDE FLEXIBLE 
FUND

BACKGROUND

The firm was founded in 2003 by Uys Meyer who was soon after joined by Richard Pitt. Gary Quinn, former portfolio manager at 
Prudential, joined BlueAlpha in 2013 as Chief Investment Officer. BlueAlpha launched their first unit trust fund in 2005. Current assets 
under management is R4 billion across local and global mandates, specialising in equity and multi-asset mandates. BlueAlpha is the 
recipient of several investment performance awards during the past 15 years.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

The firm’s investment style has a quality bias with a major focus on the earnings cycle. Earnings strength and quality have been 
quantitatively proven to produce superior returns. The fund will predominately invest in equities – both domestic and global - with a focus 
on larger capitalisation companies. The real yield of an asset class will determine the asset allocation of the fund. 

INVESTMENT PROCESS

Finding new investment ideas: The firm uses a screening process which is aligned with their investment philosophy. For example, they will 
seek relative earnings strength and avoid relative earnings weakness.

Fundamental research: Extensive stock and industry analysis is done to understand the operational and financial drivers of prospective 
investments. This includes understanding economic value creation and returns.

Portfolio construction: An initial portfolio is constructed from equally-weighted bottom-up stock ideas. Stocks typically have a 4-6% 
individual weight. The managers are cognizant of the macro environment and determine the appropriate style tilt for the current 
environment rather than trying to predict macro factors. They understand and monitor the correlation between the ideas within the 
portfolio.

Risk control and removal of underperforming ideas: At the point of a stock entering the portfolio, the main driver for the investment idea 
to work is clear. BlueAlpha monitor key drivers and remove underperforming ideas or holdings where the investment case has played out 
as anticipated.

INVESTMENT TEAM

Uys Meyer

• CEO, Portfolio Manager
• B.Acc (Hons)
• > 20 years’ experience

Gary Quinn

• CIO, Portfolio Manager
• B Sc, MBA
• > 20 years’ experience

Richard Pitt

• Portfolio Manager
• B Bus Sci, CFA
• > 20 years’ experience

Team member Position Qualifications Years’ experience

Walter Jacobs Portfolio Manager B Com (Hons), CA (SA) 9

Kyle Rix Quants & Risk Analyst BCom (Hons) 6

Willie de Beer Investment Analyst BSc, MBA 4

>15 Years
 Investment Track 

Record 

6 Investment 
Professionals

AUM
R4 Billion

BlueAlpha gives you the opportunity to invest with an award-
winning team. We specialise in equity investment – both South 
African and global – and offer investment options for both the 
institutional and individual investor. 
- BlueAlpha

“
”
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SELECT BCI BLENDED EQUITY STRATEGY FUND

BACKGROUND

The Select BCI Blended Equity Strategy Fund aims to combine the investment outcomes of fundamental equity and smart beta equity 
management strategies and thereby deliver a less volatile, enhanced equity capital growth outcome over the long term. The portfolio 
invests primarily in a diversified basket of equities selected by the fundamental and smart beta managers. The fundamental equity 
component has a focus on maximizing total returns for the client. The component will be actively invested in equities with capital 
appreciation and income potential with the goal to outperform the benchmark over the medium to long term. The smart beta component 
follows a multi-factor investment process applying factors such as Value, Quality, Momentum and Volatility to outperform the benchmark 
over the medium to long term.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS

Fundamental Equity Component
The fundamental equity component is managed by Fairtree’s Stephen Brown and Cor Booysen and focuses on maximizing total returns 
from domestically listed equities. This component is actively invested in equities with capital appreciation and income potential with the 
goal to outperform the benchmark over the medium to long term. The Fairtree approach to fundamental equity investment is flexible 
and allows the team to move between investment styles and actively trade the portfolio as deemed appropriate given the market 
environment. In doing so, the portfolio managers can successfully navigate periods when a particular investment style underperforms 
the market. The team will tend to have a positive bias to reasonably priced leading companies in industries that are benefitting from 
prevailing economic conditions.

Smart Beta Component
The smart beta component is a combination of the factor-based strategies managed by Satrix, using their SmartCore methodology, 
and Colourfield utilising rules based strategies and technology in partnership with their international partner Dimensional. Dimensional 
is a global firm with a long history of applying academic research to practical investing. The firm’s investment philosophy is founded 
on the award-winning and foundation research of Eugene Fama, Kenneth French (Fama-French) and others. Colourfield employs their 
methodology in the South African market. The smart beta component of the fund includes domestic, as well as foreign equity exposure, 
as permitted by the mandate. Portfolio rebalancing based on the output of the rules-based models is implemented astutely by the 
mangers to manage trading costs.

CORE INVESTMENT TEAM – EQUITY - FAIRTREE                             CORE INVESTMENT TEAM – SMART BETA

Stephen Brown

• Equity Portfolio Manager
• BCom, MBA, CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 2011
• 23 years’ experience

Cor Booysen

• Equity Portfolio Manager
• B.Ing
• Joined Fairtree in 2012
• 16 years’ experience

Select Creating unique and differentiated best in class fund 
solutions“ ”
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FAIRTREE ASSET MANAGEMENT - SELECT BCI EQUITY FUND

The Select BCI Equity Fund combines the capabilities of Fairtree’s independent domestic and global equity teams. The Fund will target 
a long-term strategic exposure of 75% domestic SA equity and 25% global equity exposure over time as represented by its composite 
benchmark. (75% of FTSE/JSE Capped Shareholder Weighted All Share Total Return Index and 25% of the S&P Global 1200 Total Return 
Index.)

The global equity component of the Fund may invest in developed market as well as emerging market equities. The managers follow an 
active fundamental management approach to equity security selection and portfolio construction and have a focus on maximising long 
term total returns for investors. 

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS 

The Fund will be managed by Chantelle Baptiste and Donald Curtayne, Stephen Brown and Cor Booysen on the domestic equity 
component and Andre Malan and Cornelius Zeeman on the global equity component.

The domestic equity component of the Fund focuses on maximising total returns from domestic listed equities. This component is 
actively invested in equities, which can deliver both capital appreciation and have strong earnings growth potential with the goal to 
consistently outperform the benchmark over the medium to long term. The Fund is style agnostic and its approach to equity investment 
is flexibility, which allows the team to move between sectors and stocks and actively trade the portfolio as deemed appropriate given 
any macro environment. In doing so, the portfolio managers can successfully navigate through periods when a particular investment 
style underperforms the market. The Fund will tend to have a positive bias to reasonably priced leading companies in industries that are 
benefitting from prevailing economic conditions.

The global equity component of the Fund is managed by Andre Malan and Cornelius Zeeman, supported by eight dedicated globally 
focused analysts. The team’s approach to global equity investing seeks to strike a balance between generating alpha (excess returns) 
whilst lowering the risk of underperformance against global equity benchmarks by applying a number of portfolio risk constraints. These 
include limiting the active risk taken at the security (stock), sector and country level. It also employs stock liquidity screening and targets 
a tracking error of between 2%-5% against the appropriate global equity benchmark. The investable universe of stocks is screened 
across a set of 25 of Fairtree’s proprietary financial metrics that comprise valuation indicators, growth indicators, momentum indicators 
and quality indicators. This is followed by rigorous fundamental analysis of the screened stocks.  
 

CORE INVESTMENT TEAM

Chantelle Baptiste

• Equity Portfolio 
Manager

• ACMA, GCMA (CIMA), 
CFA level I

• Joined Fairtree in 
2017

• 13 years’ experience

Donald Curtayne

• Equity Portfolio 
Manager

• CA(SA), CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 

2016
• 6 years’ experience

Stephen Brown

• Equity Portfolio 
Manager

• BCom, MBA, CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 

2011
• 23 years’ experience

Cor Booysen

• Equity Portfolio 
Manager

• B.Ing
• Joined Fairtree in 

2012
• 16 years’ experience

Andre Malan

• Portfolio Manager
• BCom, MBA
• Joined Fairtree in 

2006
• 20 years’ experience

Cornelius Zeeman

• Portfolio Manager
• CA(SA), CFA CFA
• Joined Fairtree in 

2015
• 8 years’ experience

Multi-Specialist 
Approach

40 Investment 
Professionals

AUM 
R58 Billion

We are a leading multi-strategy alternative and long only investment 
manager.“ ”
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CORESHARES - SELECT BCI ESG EQUITY FUND

BACKGROUND

The Select BCI ESG Equity Fund is an equity portfolio that seeks to sustain high long-term capital growth by investing in socially 
responsible securities. The portfolio’s equity exposure will always exceed 80% of the portfolio’s net asset value. This fund considers the 
three central pillars of socially responsible investing, being Environmental, Social and Corporate governance (ESG) criteria when making 
investment decisions. ESG is a set of standards for a company’s operations that socially conscious investors use to screen potential 
investments. Environmental criteria look at how a company performs as a steward of the natural environment. Social criteria examine 
how a company manages relationships with its employees, suppliers, customers and the communities where it operates. Governance 
deals with a company’s leadership, executive pay, audits, internal controls and shareholder rights.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS

The benchmark is the S&P South Africa Domestic Shareholder Weighted (DSW) 
Capped ESG Index. CoreShares, a passive specialist, implements this index provided 
by S&P.   

Methodology of this index:
1. Exclude

a. Tobacco
b. Controversial weapons
c. Thermal coal
d. Low UNGC scores
e. Bottom 25% of ESG scoring companies in each sector

2. Sort & select
a. Sort eligible companies in each sector
b. Select top performing companies, targeting top 75%

3. Weight
a. Weight companies by float-adjusted market cap

In addition to the exclusions above, Sasol was also excluded due to their high 
greenhouse gas emissions. Climate Action 100+, the world’s largest investor 
engagement initiative on climate change, issues a “net zero company benchmark” 
of the world’s biggest corporate emitters. This benchmark finds that Sasol’s current 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction target is not aligned with the goals of the 
Paris Agreement. Sasol does not fully comply with a single one of the 9 benchmark 
indicators.

ABOUT S&P

S&P has more than 20 years’ of leadership on ESG. During 1999, they launched the first global sustainability benchmark. Since then, 
they launched various ESG thematic indices in various jurisdictions. S&P has an innovative and integrated ESG approach. They have an 
expansive and expert global toolkit on ESG. The S&P Global ESG Score methodology promotes visibility on the sustainability topics that 
drive business performance today and identifies upcoming, long term risks and opportunities.

ABOUT CORESHARES

CoreShares is one of South Africa’s leading passive investment management businesses. They specialise in index-tracking investment 
solutions across Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), Unit Trusts and segregated mandates (for institutions). CoreShares is a contemporary, 
independent investment manager. They focus on passive investment principles and processes – investment strategies wrapped up in an 
index or rules-based form.

Group Assets 
> R 7.9 billion

One of Africa’s leading 
passive investment 

management businesses
 Level 4 BEE contributor

We specialise in index-tracking investment solutions across Exchange 
Traded Funds (ETFs), Unit Trusts and segregated mandates 
(for institutions).

“
”
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Pretoria
81 Dely Road
Hazelwood
Pretoria
0081
South Africa

Tel: 087 944 7999 
Email: info@efselect.co.za

DISCLAIMER: Although every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy 
of the content of this brochure, Efficient Select (Pty) Ltd accepts no liability 
in respect of any errors or omissions contained herein. The contents of this 
brochure cannot be construed as financial– or investment advice and does not 
confer any rights whatsoever, enforceable against Efficient Select (Pty) Ltd, its 
management, employees or agents. Efficient Select (Pty) Ltd retains the right 
to amend any information contained in this brochure at any time and without 
prior notice.

Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“BCI”) is a registered 
Manager of the Boutique Collective Investments Scheme, approved in terms 
of the Collective Investments Schemes Control Act, No 45 of 2002 and is a 
full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA. Collective 
Investment Schemes in securities are generally medium to long term 
investments. The value of participatory interests may go up or down and 
past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. The 
Manager does not guarantee the capital or the return of a portfolio. Collective 
Investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip 
lending. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available 
on request. BCI reserves the right to close the portfolio to new investors and 
reopen certain portfolios from time to time in order to manage them more 
efficiently. Additional information, including application forms, annual or 
quarterly reports can be obtained from BCI, free of charge. 

Efficient Select (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider, FSP 859

Select


